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Australian Dollar Down 12% International freight up 8%
Last Chance before the price rise.
SOFTWARE

HARDWARE
GREEN MOUSE
HYPER MOUSE II
ROCFIRE JOYSTICK
PEN MOUSE
HAND SCANNER 64 G/S
WITH FULL OCR & TOUCHUP 4
SECUREKEY
880K EXTERNAL DRIVE
ROCGEN AGA
ROCGEN A600/500/2000
DSS8+ SOUND SMPLER
FLATBED AMIGA SCANNER
A2000 A600/1200 INT DVE
COLOUR H/SCANNER
GVP SIMMS MODULES 16 MB

ALL NEW. NO SECOND HAND GOODS
$ 25.00
$ 35.00 AMINET CD
$ 25.00 FI GRAND PRIX
$ 24.00 AMINET CD 8,10,13,15.
$10.00 PRIME MOVER
$ 39.00 XTREME RACING
$ 24.00 AMINET SETS 1,2
AMINET SETS 3,4,5
$55.00 OVERDRIVE
$ 150.00 EURO
CD 2
$ 24.95 F117 A

$ 35.00
$ 35.00
$ 20.00
$ 35.00
$ 35.00
MONUMENT PRO V3
$ 460.00 F 19
$ 35.00
$ 64.95 ADORAGE
$ 29.00
$ 160.00 DOG FIGHT
$ 35.00
$150.00 B17 FLYING FORTRESS
$ 99.00 ANIMAGE
CLARISSA
$ 265.00 F15 STRIKE EAGLE II
$ 35.00
$ 190.00 MON
CREATIVE SET
$ 19.00
$ 60.00 F29 RETALIATOR
$ 150.00 LOADER PACK GIF & JPEG
$ 35.00
$ 50.00 A320 AIRBUS II
$ 130.00 ADORAGE PREMIUM FIX
$ 35.00
$ 40.00 OVERLORD
$ 35.00
$ 60.00 GUNSHIP 2000
CALL TOUCHUP 4 WITH MERGE
IMAGE MASTER V1.5
$ 49.95
$ 55.00 TIMEKEEPERS
$ 90.00 XETEC CDFS
$ 29.95
$ 39.95 TIMEKEEPERS DATA
$ 400.00 BLITZ BASIC
$ 35.00
$ 54.95 RAILROAD TYCOON
$ 290.00 BLITZ SUPPORT SUITE
$ 45.00
$ 30.0010 INTEL STRAT GAMES
AWEB III
$ 35.00
$ 69.95 VIKINGS
(BROWSE
$35.00
$69.95 DUNE II
RAM & ACCELERATORS
MODEMS 33.6 FROM
$ 185.00 MIDWINTER
$ 25.00
INTERNET 1 YR UNLIMITED $ 299.00 FLIGHT OF AMAZON QUEEN $ 35.00
A500
PRINT STUDIO
$ 35.00
$ 99.00 FIELDS OF GLORY
512K RAM + CLOCK
$ 60.00 TURBO PRINT PRO V5
$ 35.00
$ 110.00 CIVILISATION
TURBO CALC 2.1 CD
A2000
$ 35.00
$ 15.00 COLONISATION
TURBO CALC 4.0 CD
$ 35.00
$ 65.00 THEME PARK
RAPIDFIRE SCSI + RAM
$ 265.00 OCTAMED
CD
$ 35.00
$30.00 U F 0
WILDFIRE 060 + SCSI
$1799.00 P/PAINT 7.1 CD
$ 50.00 ENEMY
$ 35.00
A3000/A4000
PERSONAL SUITE CD
$30.00 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2025
$ 35.00
SPITFIRE SCSI
$ 25.00
$ 25.00 XP8
$ 145.00 AMIGA TOOLS 6 & 7 CD
LIGHTROM 5 CD
$ 35.00
$ 55.00 CHAOS ENGINE 2
A600
Q/BACK5 + DISK EXP
$ 35.00
$ 30.00 SENSIBLE GOLF
2 MB PCMCIA
$135.00 AMIGA FORMAT CD OCT
$ 35.00
$10.00 BLITZ TENNIS
68030 40 MHZ + 4 MB
$ 300.00 AMIGA FORMAT CD NOV
$ 25.00
$ 10.00 ADVANTAGE TENNIS
68030 40MHZ + 8 MB
$ 25.00
$ 55.00 AQUATIC GAMES
$ 360.00 UPD GOLD 4 CD
GIGA GRAPHICS 4 CD
$ 35.00
$15.00 SUPERSKI 2
A1200
AMIGA REPAIR KIT CD
$ 60.00 SUPERSPORTS WINTER 92 $ 35.00
COBRA 28+FPU
$ 250.00 GOLDEN DEMOS CD
$ 25.00
$ 45.00 NICK FALDO GOLF
COBRA 33
$ 260.00
$ 45.00
PINKIE
COBRA 33+FPU
$ 45.00
$ 39.00 GEAR WORKS
$ 300.00 BIG RED CD
SENSIBLE SOCCER CD
$ 35.00
$ 5.00 VITAL LIGHT
COBRA 33+FERRET
$ 360.00 APC
& TCP VOLS 1,2,3,4
$ 15.00
$ 20.00 LEONARDO
COBRA33+FPU+FERRET
$ 400.00 TRAPPED CD
$ 35.00
$ 35.00 COOL SPOT
COBRA 40
$ 270.00 TRAPPED II CD
$ 15.00
$ 50.00 CASTLE WARRIOR
COBRA 40+FPU 33 Mhz
$ 35.00
$35.000RK
$ 320.00 TETRIS CD
CD
$ 45.00
$ 40.00 SUP METHANE BROS
COBRA 40+FERRET
$ 370.00 WENDETTA
GOLDEN GAMES CD
$ 9.95 7 UP SPOT
$ 25.00
COBRA 40+FERRET+FPU 33
$ 420.00 FLYING HIGH CD
$ 25.00
$ 45.00 HUMANS 2
FERRET SCSI FOR COBRA
$ 150.00 CIVILISATION CD
$ 25.00
$ 35.00 BEAVERS
VIPER 42Mhz - 68030 + 4 MB
$ 25.00
$ 5.00 TREASURE TRAP
$170.00 AKIRA CD
GULP CD
$ 25.00
$ 5.00 MR BLOBBY
BLIZZARD 50 -68 030
$ 280.00 BLOBZ
AGA
$ 25.00
$ 50.00 SUPER CAULDRON
BLIZZARD 50 - 030+FPU50
$ 380.00 WORMS DIR CUT AGA
$ 50.00 YO JOE
$ 25.00
APOLLO 25Mhz - 68040
$ 355.00 SLAM TILT AGA
$ 35.00
$29.00 NEBULOUS 2
APOLLO 33Mhz -68 040
$ 45.00
$ 35.00 MORPH
$ 405.00 THEME PARK AGA
HIGH AGA
$ 45.00 PLUS MORE IN STOCK AND
BLIZZARD 50Mhz - 68060
$ 850.00 FLYING
ACID ATTACK AGA
$40.00 ARRIVING ALL THE TIME
TRACKSUIT MANAGER AGA $ 20.00
OTHER SPECIALS
CAPITAL PUNNISHMENT
$50.00 OVER 20 DIFFERENT CD
CALL
GLOOM DELUXE AGA
$ 29.00 FOR $ 10.00 & UNDER EACH
LASER POINTER PEN
$ 49.00 TOTAL
CARNAGE AGA
$15.00
80 W PMPO SPEAKERS

PC OPTICAL MOUSE

$ 55.00
$ 39.00

o FLICKER FIXER/ SCAN DOUBLERS
LIMITED STOCKS ARE ON THEIR WAY
VIDEO MAGICIAN - A2000/3000A/4000
$ 380.00 ARRIVING LATE OCT
PRO SCAN SCAN DOUBLER EXTERNAL
$ 210.00 DUE EARLY NOV
FLICKER FIXER FOR PRO SCAN
$185.00DUE EARLY NOV
ORDER NOW STOCKS ARE LIMITED

LAST CHANCE SPECIAL
DKB1202 RAM EXPANSION, AND REAL TIME CLOCK FOR
A1200 $ 120.00
OR $ 140.00 WIITH 68882 16 MHZ
A1200 4MB RAM CARD WITH CLOCK AND FPU SOCKET $
105.00

OVER 300 AMIGA ITEMS IN STOCK. AND NEW STOCK
ARRIVES ALL THE TIME FROM OVERSEAS.
E&OE

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Computa Magic Pty. Ltd.
44 Pascoe Vale Road, Moonee Ponds, Vic. 3039.
Phone (03) 9326-0133 Fax (03) 9370-8352
email commagic@magnafield.com.au
Bankcard, Mastercard,Visa,Amex,Diners, Eftpos, direct Deposit, COD, even Cash
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Editorial

Drue
A new light has dawned on Amigadom
Next year is shaping up to be possibly one of the
most exciting years in Amiga's history, with the establishment of Amiga International's Research and
Development Division and the development of many
third party products to support new technology like
the Power PC Board and also the interest in Amiga
from a number of non-Amiga companies. 1998 will
give us new systems, price reductions and an increase in software variety.
Petro has stated in a conversation with Joachim
Sondermann-Bieker that the entry level A1200 will
sell for around 400 DM. After shipping and freight
costs, this translates to some AUS$500, which
means Australian dealers will be able to provide a full
package including monitor for under AUS$1000. I
believe this will open up a larger market for the
Amiga as this price will appeal to a large variety of
computer buyers.
We finally added a bit of colour print to the Gazette
and this will, over the months, expand and print
quality will improve. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our subscribers and we hope you
will take the opportunity to subscribe for 1998 at our
special low price.
This month is the start of the 1998 subscription drive.
We are now offering a 12 month subscription and if
you get your subscription in by 19 December 1997,
you will go into a draw to win a SMD100 Video
Decoder valued at $450.00. Our thanks to Amitech
for donating the SMD. (Blatant Ad: 'get all your
Amiga gear from Amitech" - end of blatant ad).
Next month AAG is one year old and to share in the
celebrations and as well to make up for the lack of a
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September issue, December 1997 will be our superduper, double- chunky, first birthday Christmas edition.
To prepare for the onslaught of Christmas and to
recharge our batteries ready for 1998, AAG will be
closed from November 24 to 30, 1997. Our
apologies to anyone this may inconvenience.
And now to spit the dummy !
Over the past 11 months we have been running the
"Getting Involved" page to promote Amiga user
groups around Australia with the hope that these
groups grow in number. It seems that our efforts
have been wasted on the majority of groups because
of their inability to promote themselves.
I invited User Groups to make use of the 'Getting
Involved page" to inform readers about events, happenings pertaining to their groups and received a
very poor response. Any organization, whether a
business or a club, needs to make people aware of
its existence and the services it may provide.
So User Group Presidents and Secretaries get your
fingers out. How about starting with a meeting to develop ways of attracting new members to your group;
eg a special computer day at your local school, contact dealers to arrange product displays. 'Get
Involved!" If you can't come up with any ideas, give
me a call, I am full of them. Set a goal to have two
new members sign up each month - it is not an unrealistic goal. Then tell us about your success and
we will publish a piece on your User Group.
If I have offended anyone with my harsh words, it is
most likely because I am right..
Till next month, Michael.
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I'm your host's
Michael
and here is the
news

Cloanto's "Amiga Forever"
Cloanto acquired from the group
of owners of Amiga technology a
license covering all Amiga operating systems from version 1.0 to
version 3.0, to be published by
Cloanto in a package named
'Amiga Forever. The license also
covers Amiga ROMs, Amiga
patents, the use of the word
'Amiga' in 'Amiga Forever and
'Amiga Explorer, the official
'Powered by Amiga' logo, and
other intellectual property and
every permission required to
legally publish a fully working
Amiga emulator. Amiga Forever
includes 'Amiga Explorer, a new
Amiga-to-PC networking software
developed by Cloanto. The Amiga
Explorer user interface is an
object-oriented extension to the
Windows Desktop, where the
Amiga appears as a networked
computer. The Amiga and the PC
can be connected via a serial or
parallel cable. A future upgrade,
expected to be available later this
year will extend the networking
capabilities to support TCP/IP.
Amiga Forever also includes a
variety of famous old Amiga
games, demos and other material
of historical interest plus Personal
Paint and other up-to-date productivity software by Cloanto and
other companies.
The Amiga operating systems,
ROMs, and Amiga emulation software are preinstalled on Amiga
Forever for easy use and installation. The user just needs to insert

the CD-ROM in a PC, and with
one mouse click a fully working
Amiga will appear on the screen.
The Amiga emulation software,
which Is based mainly on a new
version of the well-known UAE
software (which will continue to be
freely distributable) includes for
the first time drivers for Picasso
96 screen modes (up to 256
colours, as well as 16/24-bit true
colour modes).
Vulcan Software Release
The Uropa2 CDRom is now officially released Uropa2, Vulcan's
second Amiga CD ROM release
was officially launched on the 6th
November 1997. Uropa2 offers a
unique gaming experience! Your
mission based adventures cover a
multitude of 3D Isometric
locations connected by a 3D
Vector Light-Sourced environment
in which you will need to master
the arts of Hover flight and battle
skills.

More Vulcan News
Vulcan has signed The World
Foundry in ifs entirety and will be
publishing all World Foundry titles
under the Vulcan Software
beginning
with
banner,
Explorer2260 and Maim &
Mangle. The World Foundry was
formed in September of this year
from Digital Anarchy Software,
Deimos Design and Intuition
Software with the intention of
pooling knowledge and resources
to develop high specification
Amiga titles. The primary aim of
The World Foundry is to develop
high quality, high specification
games for the Amiga market
which will take full advantage of
expanded Amigas and PPC
equipped machines.

Minimum Specs
2Mb Memory (1Mb Chip, 1Mb
My) 4x speed CD ROM Drive.

Complete Ami net Pack
Ossowski's
Schatztru he
Announces Availability of
Complete Aminet Pack The whole Aminet on CD-ROM!

Coming Soon
The Final Odyssey - This masterpiece of a game will be released
at the end of November. Best
described as an Action,
Adventure, Puzzler, the Final
Odyssey combines detailed and
entertaining graphics and
garneplay to perfection.
Vulcan Software Limited
http://www.vulcan.co.uk
Lisa@vulsoft.demon.co.uk

The most convenient method of
placing an order is to use our
electronic orderform located at
www.schatztruh e. de/order. html
You can also send an E-Mail to
stefano@schatztruhe.de including
your address and the products
you wish to order. In this package
you receive more than 20GB of
data in more than 50.000 archives
on 22 CD-ROMs! Our Aminet
package contains Aminet Sets 1,

rsfeeatsattaa "hart ges;etta Zoe 97
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MORE
2, 3, 4 & 5 and the single AminetCDs 20 & 21 and is therefore the
complete collection of Aminet on
CD-ROM.
REBOL/Core
Alpha to be Released
The Alpha-test version of
REBOL/Core is in its final stage of
development and internal testing.
This release of REBOL/Core is
packed with many useful
datatypes and functions; however,
we consider this to be an Alpha
because some of the main concepts are still evolving. Function
names and operations are subject
to change as testing proceeds.
During October Carl ported the
REBOL/Core to a few other platforms, primarily as a test of kernel
code computability. The Alpha
version will be available for Alpha
release, and we expect to add
other platforms in the months
ahead. We are planning to release REBOL as shareware ($50
US) for private non-commercial
and educational uses. This will be
a fully enabled version, with no sly
shareware limitations, tricks, or
Commercial,
gimmicks.
packaged, and licensed versions
will also be available for businesses, institutions, and government
use. However, we remain open to
your comments on this topic.
Comments may be sent to:
cars@sassenrath.com
New Free Upgrade
Patch - Opus Magellan 5.65
GPSoftware Is pleased to demonstrate its continuing support for
Directory Opus on the Amiga with
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the release of a new free upgrade
patch. This provides a free
upgrade for registered users from
Opus Magellan 5.65 to version
5.66. Details of the changes can
be found at www.gpsoft.com.au/
magellan/magsup.htrnl. Also released Is a full DirectoryOpus
Arexx AmigaGuide guide and
several updated Locale catalogs
for non-english languages.

Optimised Height/Width of
Rows/Columns. OuickFormat:
The most important formatting attributes at a glance! Numerous
new and enhanced functions and
macros. Clipboard: Even simpler
data exchange via the Clipboard.
Import/Export Simplified: Simpler
operation of these functions!
Chart Toolbar: Chart management
greatly simplified.

Nova Sector Announces
Ryan Bertram President, Nova
Sector Engineering, Inc. Nova
Sector has cut its prices in half on
its Amiga A4000T PowerPC
clones, making Nova the most affordable way to get a PowerPC
Amiga. Nova is hoping that the
price change will increase sales
and enable them to release new
products In a timely fashion. In
Spring of 1998, Nova hopes to
release a notebook computer
featuring a 750 PowerPC processor, clock out at 300 MHz, 68K
emulation, Amiga OS 3.5, and
they are also considering releasing an NC unit

Availability of
Amiga Forever 1.0
Preview Edition
The Amiga Emulator CD The final
version 2.0 of 'Amiga Forever° is
not yet finished, so Claonto
decided to release, ahead of the
planned schedule, a special
'Preview Edition' of Amiga
Forever, with a version number of
1.0. This version allows the more
technically-experienced users to
immediately explore many of the
features of the final release, without paying an additional price.

Availability of Trrbocalc 5
TurboCalc 5 enhances the bestselling Amiga spreadsheet by
adding the following functions:
Outlining: Multi-level Outline
Hide/Show facility. Database
Filter. View filter. Excel 5/7 Import
Import new Excel Formats! HTMLExport: Export sheets as HTML
files for WWWI AutoCalculate:
Sum of the marked block at a
glance! Template Management
including several templates and
helpers.

r+t,rme+ieLtRa

Amiga Forever 1.0 'Preview
Edition' includes: Amiga Explorer
1.0 extension to the Windows
desktop: connect an Amiga to the
PC via a serial cable, and then
access all Amiga files directly
from the Windows desktop.
Amiga ROM and Workbench files
from version 1.0 to version 3.0.
UAE for Windows and Fellow for
DOS Amiga emulators.
'MenuBox' launcher to easily
access the emulation software,
the documentation and the installation software.
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New - Exdemo - Used Games Clearence
All Games Only $10
Meg Games
All Time Favourites Pack
Bac To The Future II
Bad Company
Blue Angles
Bravo Romeo Delta
Classic Board Games
Combat Mr Patrol
Combat Classic Collection
Conqueror
Cricket Amiga
Cybercom III
Day Of The Viper
Death Mask
Dragon Force
Dungeon Master
F-15 Strike Eagle
F-16 Combat Pilot
Fighter Bomber
Flight Of The Intruder
Globdule
Golden Eagle
Grand Prix Circuit
Gunship
Gunship 2080
Head To Head (2 games)
Heroes Collection
International Soccer
Lambard Rally
M1 Tank Platoon
Master Blaster
Mega Fortress
Mega Traveller 1
Midwinter

Includes- Test Drive, Meant 8 + more
Just like the movie
Do battle with the My-heads'
Formation flight simulation
Communications strategies
Chess, backgammon, checkers
Unique strategy & simulation
F15 Eagle, Team Yankee. 688 Attack
Unique tank simulation
Totally Australian designed
Intelligent machine will take over
Early Doom style shoot-em-up
Just like Doom , but better
By a winning wargames author
Expansion Set #1 role play
Superb Microprose flight simulation
Control of the worlds finest aircraft
Activision bomber simulation
Spectrum Holobyte's best flight sim
Arcade style shoot-em-up
Arcade style adventure
The ultimate fusion of car & driver
The original Gunship game
(1.5Meg) MultiHelicopter combat sim
F19 Stealth Fighter & Mig-29M
Bond. Barbarian, Schwarzenegger
New perspective on soccer
Drive a Ford group A Sierra
Definitive sim of armoured combat
3D futuristic spans action
B52 flight simulation
Science fiction role-play
Original compelling strategy game

Nigel Mansell's Champion
Populous Data Disk
Power Hits
Psyborg
Red Lightning
Red Storm Rising
Resolution 101
Robin Hood
Shuttle
Sly Spy Secret Agent
Space Quest
Steel Empire
Storm ball
The Cardinal of the Kremlin
The Killing Cloud
Theatre Of Death
Thrill Of Winning
ThunderHawk
Thunderstrike
Tom Landry Football
Tracon II
Trump Castle II
TV Sports Football
Wolf Pack
World Class Cricket
World Tour Golf

Become a grand prix legend
The promised lands, 5 new worlds
10 greatest hits including Battletech
Space adventure
Operational game of world war 3
Save the world from the soviets
Fast moving futuristic vehicle sim
Real-time adventure
The space Hight simulation
Arcade style adventure
A space King's Quest
Futuristic game of strategic conflict
Sports sensation of the 21st century
Like the film by Tom Clancy
Ride a XB500 hoverbike
Military battle simulation in 30
Adventure pak (0 games)
Scaled playing area aver 8000 miles
3D arcade action
Deluxe edition football strategy
Muiftplayer air traffic control sim
Ultimate casino gambling simulation
Pro football simulation
Two player submarine simulation
Graham Gooch's cricket game
Play more that 20 courses

AGA
Dangerous Streets
Second Samurai
Super Street Fighter
Total Carnage

Arcade style combat game
Arcade style battle game
Punchin & kickin arcade game
Leave no one alive

Dear Customer,
Thank you for your patronage over the passed year.
Motherboard Computers will be closed from the
24th - 30th of November for a bit of a break.
We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause.

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph(02) 4736-8055
Mother@pnc.com.au www.pnc.com.aurmother

Subscribe before the 19th of

Our
thanks
goes
to

Dec 97 and you will be
in the running fo win the

Amitech
for
supporting

SMD-100 Mpeg Decoder
( check out page 22 )

AAG

for Christmas

by
donating
this
excellent
prize.

valued at 5440 Dollars.
( The winner will be announced in next months editorial )
Please send me by post 12 issues (one per month) of

Australian Amiga Gazette
I enclose $46.00 as full payment postage included.

r

Subscription Form
(Mail, Phone)
First name

Surname

Address

Phone No

Suburb
Money order ❑

State
Cheque ❑

Bank Card ❑

Post Code
Visa Card ❑

Master Card ❑

DODO
❑❑
Expiry Date ❑❑/❑❑
Signature
Card No❑❑❑

42 Manning St. Kingswood NSW 2747
Ph: (02) 4736-8055

Please make cheques or money orders
payable to 'Australian Amiga Gazette'
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200 MHz Amiga Powered

Cybeuptorm PowerPC604e/100/v16z
phase5
60/50/441 Review
p1GtTAL PR

The PowerPC Architecture
It's not every day a new Industry
standard comes along. But then,
It's not every day three of the
world's technology leaders come
together to create one. The
PowerPC Alliance marshals the
vast financial and technological
resources of Apple, IBM and
Motorola to develop leadership
products based on a common instruction set architecture and
spanning a full spectrum of applications.
The Next Generation
The initial PowerPC microprocessors were the result of the collaborative efforts of hundreds of
engineers from Apple, IBM and
Motorola, working in the world's
largest joint microprocessor
design centre, Somerset, in
Austin, Texas. Design teams
worked in parallel, producing the
first four PowerPC microprocessors in Just two years, a remarkable feat considering their complexity. Efforts are currently
focused on developing new, more
powerful PowerPC microprocessors, consistent with the PowerPC
architectural guidelines, as well as
enhancing the existing family
From Games to Supercomputers
The PowerPC microprocessor
family is broadly scaleable In its
uses. For high-performance applications, such as highly parallel
supercomputers, members of the
PowerPC family contain multiple

~
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HERE DO YOU WANT TO B TO

execution units for symmetrical
superscalar operation, cache
memory for data and instructions
and efficient multiprocessing Interface capability. For energyefficient applications that require
both performance and power conversion, such as laptop computers, versions of the PowerPC
microprocessor family provide
automatic energy conservation
modes. Other highly integrated
PowerPC microprocessors are
versions designed for hand-held,
battery-powered applications.
From palmtop to multidimensional
data analysis, PowerPC
microprocessors offer the most
scaleable computing solutions
available today. Open Standard
Provides Unprecedented Design
Freedom The PowerPC
Architecture is an open standard,
not tied to any single operating
system, software application
package or hardware configuration. This allows design engineers
and software programmers unprecedented freedom to create
innovative and differentiated new
systems for customers and
marketplaces.
Flexible and Cost Effective
The PowerPC Architecture
provides a complete foundation
for today's computing applications, with all the necessary
building blocks to bring future
products to market. Since the architecture is scaleable, It is also a
powerful, flexible and cost-

effective choice for a variety of
embedded control applications.
Why RISC?
Computers run software by converting higher-level programming
languages into machine-readable
code. RISC microprocessors
streamline this process. Whereas
traditional (complex instruction-set
computing, or CISC) processors
contain a wide variety of instructions to handle many different
tasks, RISC processors contain
power those instructions that are
used most often. On the rare occasion when a complex instruction is needed, a RISC processor
builds it from a combination of
basic instructions.
RISC processors are optimized to
execute these basic instructions
very quickly. The performance
gains achieved by speeding up
the most-used instructions more
than compensate for the time
spent 'creating" seldom-used
complex Instructions.
Before the PowerPC microprocessor, RISC technology was used
only in systems designed for raw
computational power For example, most engineering
workstations and commercial
database servers use RISC
processors. These computers
have generally been designed to
meet the needs of the UNIX
operating system and therefore
have been excessively difficult for
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many PC users to install, learn,
use, and maintain.
The PowerPC Alliance believes
that RISC technology is the next
important technology in personal
computing. One important reason
is that the performance improvement of successive CISC processors is levelling off, whereas RISC
performance is continuing to
grow. RISC processors are now
being manufactured in high
enough volumes to make it costeffective for the personal computer market

CYBERSTORM PPC
150,180,200
PowerPC 604e Accelerator Board
for AMIGA 30000 and 4000(T)
The Cyberstorm PPC is the highend PowerUp accelerator for
Amiga 3000/4000(T) systems and
systems with a compatible

processor slot. It features a highperformance POwerPC604e RISC
processor in different clock
speeds and a socket for either a
68040 or a 68060 companion
processor, a memory expansion
option for up to 128 MByte of
ultra-fast 64-bit memory, a WideUltra-SCSI controller on board
and an expansion slot for highperformance expansions such as
the CyberVisionPPC.
This board is ideally suited for all
A3000/A4000 users who already
own an accelerator with either a
68040 or 68060 processor; for
Cyberstorm users it will be the
PowerUp upgrade offer.

Technical Data CYBERSTORM
PPC Accelerator Board:
POwerPC604e
Processor
150.200 MHz
Clock Speed
Companion CPU 68040/68060
PPC Performance 61200 MHz
appx. 350
MIPS apex. 7.1
SpecFP95
max. 128 MB
Memory Option
4
SIMM Sockets
Ultra-Wide
SCSI on board
A30001A4000(T)
Suitable

We used WarpRace V1.1 1997
by Sam Jordan, a performance
test program for 68K and PPC
processors. The following are the
results for PPC and the 060.
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WarpRace V1.1 1997 by Sam Jordan,
a performance test program for 68K and PPC processors.
The following are the results for PPC and the 060.
WordWrite
Description: This program writes a
large block of memory from a data
register to the FAST-RAM using
word write statements
Result: Memory performance:
MC68060
PPC604E
5601 MB/s 29.03 MB/s

Byte Read
Description: This program reads a
large block of memory from FASTRAM into a data register using
byte read statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E
MC68060
64.02 MB/s
22.05 MB/s

LongWrite
Description: This program writes a
large block of memory from a data
register to the FAST-RAM using
longword write statements.
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E
MC68060
56.04 MB/s . 29.02 MB/s

WordCopy
Description: This program copies
a large block of memory from
FAST-RAM to FAST-RAM using
word copy statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E
MC68060
30.01 MB/s
15.02 MB/s

ByteWrite
Description: This program writes a
large block of memory from a data
register to the FAST-RAM using
byte write statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E MC68060
28.06 MB/s 22.02 MB/s

TurbàCopy
Description: This program copies
a large block of memory from
FAST-RAM to FAST-RAM using
the fastest possible algorithm. The
PPC version uses LFDUISTFDU,
the 68K-version MOVE16 (on
68040/68060) or MOVE.L on
other 68K processors
Result Memory performance:
PPC604E MC68060
37.00 MB/s
22.04 MB/s

WordRead
Description: This program reads a
large block of memory from FASTRAM into a data register using
word read statements
Result Memory performance:
PPC604E
MC68060
76.01 MB/s 30.05 MB/s
LongRead
Description: This program reads a
large block of memory from FASTRAM into a data register using
longword read statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E MC68060
86.03 MB/s
37.02 MB/s
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LongCopy
Description: This program copies
a large block of memory from
FAST-RAM to FAST-RAM using
longword copy statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E MC68060
37.05 MB/s
16.02 MB/s
Byte Copy
Description: This program copies
a large block of memory from
FAST-RAM to FAST-RAM using
byte copy statements
Result: Memory performance:
PPC604E MC68060
18.07 MB/s
10.03 MB/s

PixelOMania
Description: This program
measures the performance of the
CPU context switches. Every
Iteration consists of 4 AMIGA-OS
system calls. 88K version included to compare with native
speed
Result Elapsed time:
PPC604E
MC68060
8.320369 sec 0.096756 sec
Landscape
Description: This program
generates a fractal landscape with
the size 512.
512. The algorithm is
mostly integer based with the exception of the random generator
URN30, which contains FPU instructions (and one FDIV)
Result Elapsed time:
PPC604E MC68060
0.927343 sec 4.453605 sec
CyberMand
Description: This program calculates one mandeibrot frame
using an optimized FPU algorithm. The picture dimension is
320.256. Number of iterations =
100
Result
Elapsed lime:
PPC604E MC68060
0.137373 sec 1.823850 sec
C2P
Description: This program
measures the time for a
ChunkyToPlanar conversion to
complete. The dimensions are
320.
2561.
Result
Elapsed time:
PPC604E MC68060
13.018 ms 14.679 ms
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At present there is a wonderful
Web Site called CyberKitchen
(a la UK), which nicely matches
up with a television show currently
running on the ABC called, 'Two
Fat Ladies" (Thursday evenings
8.00pm). The CyberKitchen
actually groups together recipes
from various television shows,
however today we will look at the

Two gorgeous Fat Ladies' home
style recipes.
All one needs do is watch the
television program and then
download the desired recipes
from the CyberKitchen.
Australians will need to convert
some of the measurements and
cooking temperatures given; e.g.

pounds to kilograms. Also some
of the ingredients are a little tricky
to track down, but most are
readily available.
The Two Fat Ladies are good,
sensible cooks and are very funny
and entertaining. Their
instructions are easy to follow and
they give lots of helpful cooking
hints along the way, which carry
over to all cooking in general.
Wines and other suitable
accompaniments are also
suggested to go with each dish.
So far, I have cooked: Roast
Meatloaf and Slow Shoulder of
Lamb and my family quite liked
both dishes.
Even if you don't fancy cooking
any of the recipes, on the
television show, the Two Fat
Ladies show you around the
English (and Scottish)
countryside, with narration of
culinary Insights and irreverant
jokes.
Check out the CyberKitchen on:
www.foodtv.comtrecipes.html
for these ladies' recipes and other
U.K. based cooking shows'
offerings.
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AMIGA

EnLeu

I Second-hand hardware sale
Amiga 1200 in Mid-Tower case:
• Blizzard 1230'030/50MHz with SCSI
• 24MB Fast RAM
• 2.1GB Hard Disk, 6x CD-ROM, IDE
• Dual 880K Floppy Disk Drive
• Uses Windows95 keyboard (Supplied)
All this for $900
A3000/52MB HD, 1MB C/1MB F:
$400
MicroVitec 1438 MultiScan monitor $275
(or $225 when purchased with one of the above!)
A520 RF Modulator with cables:
256K ZIP RAM for C= Acc. cards:
GVP IOExtender - 2 Ser/1 Par/1 MIDI:
External floppy disk drive:
A500 512K RAM with clock:
330MB SCSI HD - New:
630MB 3.5" IDE hard drive:
Neriki Genlock model GL1189:

$30
$25/MB
$125
$60
$40
$165
$165
$750

I

Amiga 1200 in Mini-Tower case:
• DKB Mongoose 68030/50MHz
• 8MB Fast RAM
• 270MB IDE Hard Disk Drive
• CD-ROM ready - Just plug one in!
• Uses Amiga keyboard (Supplied)
All this for $600
$400
A1200 unit with 40MB HD:
$100
A2000 bare with 512K RAM:
A2091 SCSI card OMB RAM:
$150
A590HD/52MB HD/2MB RAM: $225
Super Buster Rev. 11 (1 only): $50
A500 bare cases:
$10
A600 KS2 chip with HD support: $50
1.2GB 3.5" IDE hard drive:
$220
A500 power supplies:
$45
1.5MB RAM expansion - Goes
into 68000 CPU slot with CPU
going on this board:
$75

All the above hardware comes with a 3 Month Warranty!

I CO-ROM software sale I
Epic enclyclopedia of the paranormal: $40
Encounters - The UFO phenomenon: $25
RHS DTP collection:
$20
Multimedia backdrops:
$40
Aminet Vol.7, 8,10,11, 12,13,14,15: $15ea
Fresh Fonts Vol. 1:
$25
Amy Resource - US Edition:
$35
Epic interactive encyclopedia AGA:
$75
Arcade classics plus:
$30
Geek gadgets 2 inc. pOS pre-release: $25
Net news off-line Vol. 2:
$20

Insight Dinosaurs:
The games room:
Scala plug-in's:
WB add-on's Volume 1:
The KARA colourfont collection:
Amiga repair kit:
World info '95:
Print studio pro:
Meeting pearls IV:
Magic illusions:
Utulities experience:

$20
$25
$60
$35
$80
$75
$20
$40
$20
$25
$30

10% Discount for 2 or more CD's - 20% Discount for 5 or more CD's!

826 Hunter St. NewcastCe Mkst,9t(,$'7N, 2302
'E-91TaiL cdgth@Fiunterlinknet.au

Phone: (02)4962-3222
Fait (02) 4962-3583
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THE BEST OF

l'TJlil.i(;

])()MAIN
BY DANIEL IIA.IDIJK

Vis ua IP refs
VisualPrefs is a patch program
which allows you to customize
with ease and flexibility the
many aspects that make up the
look of the Amiga's GUI.
VisualPrefs can't change the
way that you use your Amiga,
but VisualPrefs can be used to
change the way that your Amiga
looks. How good it looks
depends on what options you
change and how good your
imagination is. Either way using
VisualPrefs, you could make
your Amiga's Workbench standout from the standard grey and
aged appearance of the
Workbench.
The VisualPref's archive
includes three versions of the
program. One is for use with
your standard Amiga
Workbench, and the other two
versions cater for people who
use Magic Workbench or
Newlcons. Installing the
program is as easy as clicking
on the version that applies to
you. As with most PD programs
reviewed, there is an Amiga
Guide file to help you with any
difficulties.
Use of the programs is straight
forward. You conduct your
changes from the VisualPrefs
preferences programs. With
VisualPrefs you can apply your
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THE BEST OF PUBLIC DOMAIN
IS DEDICATED TO PROMOTING
EXCEPTIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
AND SHAREWARE PROGRAMS.
EACH MONTH WE WILL PRESENT
A VARIETY OF PROGRAMS
UTILITIES AND ADD-ONS COVERING
A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS.
EACH PROGRAM SELECTED IS THE
BEST IN ITS AREA AND ENHANCES
AMIGAS EXCELLENT WORKBENCH.

changes globally or if you like
you can have a unique style
configured for each individual
screen that you have open.
The features on offer will allow
you to change the colour of just
about anything in the
Workbench with an option of
using a four or multicoloured
palette, changing the size and
appearance of windows.
Webers, gadgets, borders and
buttons, and locking colours so
that your colours remain
consistent throughout all your
screens.
You can view the effects of your
changes immediately by way of
the preview screen, which is
similar to the palette
preferences program in your
prefs drawer. When you have
made your alterations to your
Workbench you can save the
changes, which take effect
immediately. There is an option
that allows you to save the
current configurations as a
template file for later use.
The Amiga is no stranger to
commodity type programs that
change a certain look of your
Workbench. The feature that
makes VisualPrefs stand-out
from the others is that it will
allow you to change more than
just one aspect of your Amiga's

look, and all from the one easy
to use interface. I recommend
VisualPrefs to anyone not using
something like Magic
Workbench.
Requires: OS 3.0 or greater
Programer: Massimo Tantignone
PhotoAlbum 3.0 Demo
Last month readers may
remember that AAG reviewed
the excellent Picture Manager
Pro4 software by Blittersoft.
Being impressed with the
software I wanted to find if there
was a worthy alternative from
the PD scene. Not long into my
quest I discovered PhotoAlbum
which is a picture management
program. PhotoAlbum works on
the concept of allowing the user
to load and preview pictures and
then catalogue them in a
manner much like a database.
The installation is simple and
like all good PD programs there
is supporting documentation by
means of a Guide file. Using
PhotoAlbum is considerably
easy. Most features of the
program are accessed using the
menu which leaves a maximum
amount of free screen space to
display your pictures. When a
picture is loaded into
PhotoAlbum it is displayed as a
small thumbnail. You can view
the picture in Its full size simply
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by clicking on the picture. You
can add a comment to each
picture, and there is an option in
the menu which will display a
requester with full information
on a selected picture.
The feature list of PhotoAlbum
is impressive. PhotoAlbum
offers fast asynchronous loading
of pictures with automatic preloading of not yet visible pages.
This makes scrolling through the
not yet visible pages very fast.
There is a user controllable
display size ranging from just
small thumbnails to the images
full size. PhotoAlbum supports
an unlimited number of image
windows with scrolling and
zooming function to scroll
through the thumbnails.
Displays are in full colour, and
people fortunate enough to own
a graphic board or a Draco will
get true colour. Each picture
preview can have some
information displayed along with
it such as name, location and
size. There are edit functions
which let you cut, copy, paste
and delete any of the pictures
and if all this isn't enough you
can import your favourite Arexx
commands from most popular
graphic software packages. You
can specify the screen mode
that you want to work in and you
can save the program's
configuration.
PhotoAlbum
supports twenty-four file
formats, and in addition
datatypes are supported as well.
This means that as long as you
have a datatype for a particular
graphic you will be able to load
it into PhotoAlbum. You can also
specify the output file format
which ranges from IFF to a very
slow 24bit JPEG with an option
to set the quality.
These features are only the
beginning. The developer of this

excellent program isn't going to
stop here. In fact future versions
of the program will cater for
searching and sorting of pictures
and the ability to place pictures
into groups, and of course if you
can think of something that
could be a worthy
implementation for future
versions the developer will be
more than happy to consider
them.

quickly view and edit any of the
tool types for the icon. Some of
the features available include
changing the stack size, adding
a brief comment to an icon and
editing the tool types. You can
also change an icon's attributes.
One noted feature of
ToolTypeEditor is that there is an
extra attribute called PURE
which is used to set or clear
pure protection bit for the icon.

PhotoAlbum can be summarised
as being an excellent alternative
to the commercially available
Picture Manager Pro4. I can
assure future users of
PhotoAlbum that the asking
registration fee of US $35 is
reasonable. PhotoAlbum will
deliver tiptop performance and
is features packed ensuring that
users will be able to
satisfactorily catalogue their
graphics.

The tool types can be easily
edited a line at a time. You can
insert a new line into the tool
types or copy and remove a tool
type item. You can re-arrange
the order that the tool types
appear by clicking on the
arrange button down the side.
You can copy and append items
to and from the clipboard and a
menu option is available to
iconify ToolTypeEditor so that it
is ready for next use. When your
changes have been made you
can save the changes to the
icon. My only disappointment
with ToolTypeEditor is that there
is no display indicating what
type of icon you are using.

Requires: OS 3.0+ and about
4meg RAM, AGA chipset
Programer: Helmut Hoffmann
ToolTypeEditor
ToolTypeEditor is a utility
program which can allow you to
quickly and easily edit the tool
types for icon files.
ToolTypeEditor is similar to the
standard tool type editor that
you have in Workbench, only
ToolTypeEditor has been
developed to provide the user
with an alternative that offers
greater ease of use and more
control over editing your icon
tool types.
When ToolTypeEditor first loads
you will be asked to select a
.info file from the requester.
When you have chosen your
icon file, ToolTypeEditor will load
the icon into the program's
main tool type editor window.
Once in this mode you can
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The program runs directly from
the un-archived directory so
there is no need to install it.
There is a Guide file which will
inform you what Tool Type Editor
can do and some hints and tips
for using it.
Using ToolTypeEditor over the
standard tool type editor, will
allow you to edit your icon tool
types more quickly and easily.
The program's use should be
restricted to people with a
knowledge and need to edit
icon tool types.
Requires: V39 system software
Programer: Helmut Hoffmann.
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More CD's than you can poke a stick at !
AGA Experience 3
$35.001
The latest collection of AGA material from Sadeness. Includes
Utilities. 102MB, Music 222MB, Games 88MB, Animations 42MB.
Slideshows.I1MB, MOD's 16MB, information, icons and more.
AGA Toolkit' 97
$30.00
Workbench 3.0+ utilities ready to run directly from the CD.
Categories include Graphics, Disk Utils, Programming, Emulation.
Workbench. Music, Business. Communications and more.
Amiga Developer CD v1.1
$35.00
This CD contains all the material needed to start developing software for Amiga. Includes the CD32 developer package and various
packages from 3rd parties. A must have CD for anyone developing
for the Amiga.
Aminet 18
$35.00
This edition of Aminet includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed
software in thousands of archives. Features XTreme Racing.
Aminet 19
$35.00
This edition of Aminet includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed
software in thousands of archives. There is over 500 MB of new
material since Aminet 18. Features full versions of CanDo 2.5 and
AmiAtlas 1.3.
Aminet 20
$35.00
The latest edition of Aminet includes over 1 gigabyte of uncompressed software in thousands of archives. There is over 500 MB of
new material since Aminet 19. Features a special registered version
of Wildfire animation editor.
Aminet Set 3, 4 CD Set
$65.00 1
The third volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images, sound, music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
full versions of Imagine 4.0, XiPaint 3.2 and OctaMED 5.
Aminet Set 4, 4 CD Set
$65.00 1
The fourth volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images. sound. music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
full version of Directory Opus 5.11.
Aminet Set 5, 4 CD Set
$70.00
The fifth volume of the ultimate Amiga resource. Four CD's full of
programs, utilities, images, sound, music and more from the Aminet
Internet site. A must have set for any Amiga CD collection. Includes
the full version of OctaMED SoundStudio and over 1 GB of material
that will not appear on the regular Aminet disks.
Amy Resource Vol. 1
$45.001
A comprehensive collection of quality shareware and registered
software for the Amiga. Includes registered version of AmigaE 3.2i,
ImageStudio 2.3, WebPlug 1.22. ProgEd 2.4. FontMachine 1.05 and
BackMan 1.4. Also includes demo versions of Personal Paint 7.1,
TurboCalc 4, DrawStudio, PCTask and more.

$30.00
Assassins CD 2 Set
Another collection of great games on one CD. This follow up is even
better than the original with no duplication from the first CD. It has
been tested on the CD32. COW, A1200 with Zappo and Power
Drive and the A4000. A menu provides access to all games and
instructions and it can also be run from a Workbench AmigaGuide
document. Includes Assassins Floppy disks 1-250 in DMS format.
$70.00
CDBoot 1.0
A12008A4000 owners with CD-ROM drives can now play those
great C032 games with this amazing CD32 emulator. Simple installation and better than 90% compatibility make this a must have
program.
l
CD-Sensations: Golden Games
$20.00 i/
A great collection of almost 1000 Amiga games. Most are ready to
run directly off the CD. Includes arcade games, commercial demos,
strategy and puzzles and more.
CD-Write
$70.00
CD-Write allows you to 'write' to a CD-ROM by extending the
Amiga OS in a fully compliant and transparent way by redirecting
modifications to a CD to a special area of a hard drive or other
writable media.
Connect Amiga to the Internet ,Video&disks $20.00 é
This video and the accompanying three disks guide you through the
complex task of configuring the Amiga using AmiTCP to connect to
the Internet. NB: Does NOT include AmiTCP. A demo version is
available on the Aminet CD.
Desktop Video CD2
$35.00
A collection of textures and backgrounds in JPEG, IFF and Video
Creator formats, over 200 colour anti-aliased fonts up to 200 points,
over 150 3D objects in popular formats and a host of DTV utilities.
Epic Collection 3
$45.00 é
The latest collection of Amiga Public Domain and Shareware programs all ready to run from the CD.
Epic Interactive Encyclopedia' 97
$65.00
Finally, a decent interactive encyclopedia for the Amiga. Includes
both ECS and AGA versions. A multimedia experience of knowledge. New 1997 version.
Fusion Mac Emulator
$150.001
A Mac emulator for all Amiga's with a 68020 or better processor,
Supports Emplant hardware, Mac OS 7.1.0 to 7.6, Picasso96 and
CyberGraphX, stereo audio and more. Minimum requirements
88020, 4MB Ram, 20MB Hard disk, System 7.1.1, HD floppy and
2513K Mac ROM's.
Geek Gadgets - Developers v2
$45.00
This CD contains virtually all the tools you need to start programming on the Amiga, including C. C++, FORTRAN. ADA, EMACS,
debuggers, linkers.compilers and much more. Includes beta port of
X Windows ,X11 R6.1, tools will run directly from the CO.

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone (02) 4736-8055 Email: mother@pnc.com.au

More CD' s than you can poke a stick at !
Guru-ROM V8 for GVP SCSI cards
$110.00
A SCSI driver update for all GVP Series-II host adapters and all
Combo and G-Force accelerator cards. This ROM module has been
considerably extended and updated and replaces all previous driver
ROMs.

$50.00
p.OS Pre-release
A pre-release of a new operating system for the Amiga. Includes the
complete p.05 Workbench, Shell, Filer DOS and a number of
demos. Requires 68020+8 4MB RAM.
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$35.00
UPD Gold , 4 CD Set
The entire United Public Domain library on four CD's. There are
over 4,800 disks archived in the DMS format arranged by category
and accessed from an AmigaGuide document. Includes disk collections from Amigos. Amos, Assassins, Fred Ash, Jam, Gold Ash,
Scope, Snag and TBag. Great value!

Hottest 4
$10.00
A comprehensive collection of the very best and most up-to-date
Shareware and Public Domain Software. Files are In DMS format
and require a floppy disk. Full BBS support
$40.00
Learning Curve
A fantastic collection of educational and informational material for
the Amiga. There are over 32,000 files that will entertain and interest young and old. Categories include Art, Electronics, Geography,
History, Mathematics, Music, Astronomy and much more.
Magic Publisher ,4 CD Set
$100.00
A definite must have for the DTP enthusiast. Get Final Writer 4 SE
and Wordworth 4 TD, over 10,000 fonts, 500 clipart images, 150
printer drivers, Web page tools and much more. Includes a 100+
page booklet with printouts of all fonts and Bipart. A special BBS
section is also provided.
Meeting Pearls Vol. 4
$30.00
Germany's most popular Amiga CD-ROM collection with many programs and utilities not found on any other CD. Several different
search tools have been included to make finding and executing programs from the CD even easier.
Multimedia Toolkit 2 , 2 CD Set
$40.00
A double CD set aimed at the Music and Video professional. Over
1.2 gigabytes of graphics and sound. Includes the full version of
OctaMED 5.04 along with 250 MB of support material, over 500 24bit images, more than 2000 Imagine objects, fonts, Bipart
NetNews Offline Vol.1 & 2
$35.00
The first CD with all Amiga related newsgroups from Usenet There
are over 437,000 postings from 19 newsgroups. You will find valuable advice on nearly every facet of Amiga computing without wasting costly online time.
Network CD
$15.00
A CD dedicated to the connection of Amiga computers including
CDTV and CD32 machines. Includes ParNET, SerNET, Fish 800975, Amos PD 478-603, TBag 1-74, 500 images and more. The
automatic reset function of CDTV and CD32 machines have also
been disabled.
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$70.00
XiPajnt v4.0
A leading edge 24-bit paint program with many features for both the
novice and experienced Amiga artist. Includes new animation and
ray-tracing features, Wacom support, unlimited undo, support for
graphic cards and more.

$55.00
Network PC
Access any PC drive including CD-ROM, Jazz, fixed hard drives
and networked drives through the parallel port. The PC acts as a
slave machine and cannot access the Amiga, however, the Amiga
can read and write to the PC. Load Image files on a PC directly into
a paint program. Includes the parallel cable to connect the
machines together. Works with WB 2.04+ and Windows 95.
$40.00
1078 Weird Textures
A massive collection of 1078 seamless texture tiles 256 x 256
pixels, artists. Includes a 28 page colour index booklet displaying
every texture. File formats include PICT. Terga. IFF, GIF and JPG.
3,000 JPEG Textures
$30.00
Over 3,000 royalty free textures In JPEG format. There are
thumbnails of every texture for easy selection. Categories include
Brick, Bumpmaps, Carpet, Cloth, Fabric, Marble, Organic, Rock,
Tiles, Wood and many more. Great for 3D rendering and Web
design.
Imagine PD 3D
$30.00
There are thousands of Imagine 9D objects on this CD. Categories
include Anatomy, Animals, Aviation, Botany, Buildings, Computers.
Fonts, Furniture, Household, Music. Space, Sports, Vehicles and
many more. Asa bonus, there are over 950 textures on the CD. A
must have CD forte Imagine enthusiast.
$55.00
Light ROM 4 , 2 CD Set
A collection of objects, scenes and textures for Lightwave. Includes
bonus CD of 3,000 textures in JPEG format and a booldet with hints
and tips on Lightwave.

Octamed 6 CD
$45.00
The latest version of the best music making program for the Amiga
Produce eight channel modules and control MIDI instruments and
sample sounds. There are over 600MB of modules, MIDI files and
samples including the entire Walkabout Music sample collection.

Light-ROM Gold
$45.00
This CD represents the very best of the Light-ROM series of CD's
with over 8.000 Lightwave objects and scene files with thumbnail
renderings or easy previewing.

OctaMED Sound Studio
$75.00
The best music creation program for the Amiga just got better. Full
mixing facilities, direct to disk recording, 64 channel support, new
MIDI commands, sample length limited only to memory and much
morel

$50.00
Lightwave 3D Enhancer CD
A CD full of software and data for Lightwave not previously released
elsewhere. Includes 25 macros for Modeler, over 500MB of
brushes, backdrops, maps, textures, objects, 3D fonts and more.
This is not a PD/Shareware CD.

Price Drop 3

Price Increase

Limited Stock 41,

MOTHERBOARD COMPUTERS
42 Manning Street, Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone (02) 4736-8055 Email: mother@pnccom.au

A Guide to Printers
on the Amiga
by Peter Hutchison
Workbench Preference Drivers
From the very first Workbench, printer drivers have
been provided for the range of printers that were
available at that time. In the 1980s, the majority of
printers available were dot-matrix and laser printers.
Installation is very simple:
Workbench 1.3
Run a CLI or Shell and insert the Extras disk. Copy
the files in devs/printers to devs:printers on your
Workbench disk. Run the Profs/Printer program and
select the printer required and Save the new
preferences.
Workbench 2.0
Insert the Extras disk, open the disk icon to show its
contents, from the Windows menu select Show/All
Ries. Find the Devs/Printers directory and drag the
appropiate printer driver files on to your Workbench
disk in devs/Printers. Run the profs Printer program
to select the printer and save. Run the PrinterGfx
prefs program to change the graphics preferences.
Workbench 3.x
Do the same as WB 2.0 but the printer drivers are
located on the Storage disk.
Upto WB3.1, the following printers are supported:
CalComp_ColorManter
CanonBJ10
Diablo 630
EpsonX
Howtek Pixelmaster
HP DeskJetOld
HP PaintJet
Imagewmerll
OkIdata_2931
Okimate 20
Seiko 5300
Sharp—JX-730
Tektronix 4696
Toshiba P351 SX
CanonEpson
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CalComp_ColarMaster2
CBM MPS1000
EpsonO
EpsonXOld
HP_DeskJet
HP LaserJet
HP Think/et
NEC_Pinwriter
Okidata 92
Postscript
Seiko_5300a
Tektronix 4693D
Toshiba 13351C
Xerox 4020
StarLC10

Limitations of the preference drivers:
a) No new printers since 1992 have been added to
the pr nter drivers esp. new Laser and Inkjet or
Bubblejet primers.
b) Limited to a maximum of 4096 colours, so true
colour pictures we not possible.
c) Workbench does not support PC GDI printers or
other Windows' only printers.
Public Domain Drivers
Since no new printer drivers have been provided by
Commodore or Amiga Technologies, then the Amiga
developers and users have written their own Printer
drivers. Information on writing a primer driver is available in the Amiga Rom Kernel Reference Manual :
Devices (p.196).
Some new printer drivers have been released to the
public and its a case of finding them. Be wary
though, these drivers may not have been thoroughly
tested and may cause unpredictable results.
Ask your nearest or favourite PD supplier to see if
they have the primer driver you require) 0 you have a
modem, try calling your local BBS and see if they
have any on their file base. If you have Internet
access, you can try Aminet sites (text/print) to downoad drivers or you can call the printer manufacturer's
sites such as:
http:/Avwweurope.canon.com/
http:/haww.hp.com/
http:/fwww.epson.com/
http://vnrwi.panasonic.com/
Commercial Printer Drivers
The latest commercial software for the Amiga such
as Word processors, Desktop Publishing and Paint
packages do provide there own printer drivers. Some
may be additional preference drivers or drivers
specific to that program.
There are two software packages available that replace the preferences drivers altogether and provide
new features for today's high speed, colour printers:
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a) Print Studio 2.15
b) Turbo Print 5 (new version)
c) EnPrint (for Epson Stylus Printers)

Panasonic KX-P1540, Seikosha_24-Pin & 9-pin,
Seikosha SL-80A1, Seikosha SL-801P
Star: 9-Pin, LC,XB-24, LC-10, SJ144

These provide a wide range of drivers for old and
new printers and have new features that overcome
the limitations of Workbench printer drivers such as
true colour printing and supports higher resolution
output. Both of these cost fifty pounds (you can get it
for less if bought with a printer).

A Demo and updates are available from lrsee's home
page: hrtp://home.t-online.de/homelrseesofb

Supported Print Studio Printers
The following is a list of currently supported printers.
AMS, Amstrad, Bizer, Brother, Bull, C.Itoh, Calcomp,
Canon, Chipset, Citizen, Commodore, Compaq,
Craft, Dataproducts, Datatrade, DEC, Epson, Facit,
Fordata, Fujitsu, GCC, Genicom, Hewlett Packard,
IBM, Kodak, Kyocera, LAserMaster, Mannesmann,
MlcroPlex, Minolta, NEC, NewGen, Oce, Okidata,
Olivetti, Panasonic, Philips, PrePress, QMS, Qume,
Ricoh, Samsung, Sanyo, Seikosha, Sharp, Siemens,
Star, Texas, Triumph Adler, Vobis, Unisys and Zygal. .
Updates are freely available on Aminet in biz/patch
and supply drivers for other packages besides
Workbench drivers.
Who to contact:
CompuServe: Wolf Faust 100116,1070
Internet: 100116.1070@compuserve.com
Supported Turbo Print Printers
Brother: 24-Pin & 9-Pin, Canon: BJ Serie, BJC210,
BJC240 Incl. Photo Cartridge, BJC4000, BJC4100,
BJC4200 Incl. Photo Cartridge, BJC600, BJC600e,
BJC610, BJC620, BJC70, BJC800 LBP
Laserdrucker, PJ1080A Citizen: 120D+, 120D,
PRINTNa600c, SwifL24,240, Sw619
Epson: EX,FX,LX ,LQ,SQ Series, Stylus, Stylus820,
StylusColor,
StylusColorll,
StylusColor! Is,
StylusPro(XL), StylusColor200, StylusColor500,
Facit 83450, Fargo: Primera, Fargo_PrimeraPro,
Fargo_FotoFUNI, Fujitsu DL-1100
HP: DeskJet, DeskJet1200, DeskJet500,
DeskJet500C, DeskJet520, DeskJet540C,
DeskJet550C, DeskJet560C, DeskJet600C,
DeskJet660C, DeskJet690C 1694C incl. Photo
Cartridge,
DeskJet87oCxi,
DeskJet850C,
LaserJetll,LaserJetlll,
LaserJetlV
(I,p),
LaserJetV(I,p), PaintJet,PalntJetXL, PaintJet300XL,
Lexmark ExecJetllc
MannesmannTally_7400, Nec_Pinwriter, Oklmate20,
Oki_ML-38x, Oki_ML-39x, Panasonic_KX-P1124,

Enprint Supported Printers
Epson Stylus COLOR, COLOR II, IIs, 820, Pro, Pro
XL, 500. Other printer drivers included are:
Epson Stylus 300, 400, 800, 800+, 1000, 1500
Updates are available for registered users.
Enprint 3.0 will soon be available for new Epson printers such as the 600 and Photo.
Web page: http://www.endicor.com/
What do drivers do?
To print on a printer requires special codes which tell
the printer about the text or graphics to print. There
are many standards for these printer langauges such
as Epson ESC sequences, Hewlett Packard's PCL
language and there's the high end Postscript language for top of the range lasers.
Each printer has its own features and limitations and
therefore each primer requires a driver to access
these features from Workbench.
When printing something from a program, the output
is usually sent to the PRT: device, this Is handled by
the printer.device located in the DEVS drawer.
Workbench supports a list of printer commands (see
p.9-23 in the Workbench User Guide for these codes)
and most Amiga programs use these codes for printing text or graphics.
Obviously, these codes are understood by
Workbench only and do not relate to any specific
primer. To convert them to a format the printer understands requires a driver for each different printer
type. The driver then coverts the Workbench printer
codes to real printer codes. For example, if we had
an Epson compatible printer (NB: <ESC>=Code27):
Description
Init Printer
Boldface on
Italics on
Underline on

Workbench code
<ESC>#1
<ESC>j1m
<ESC>(3m
<ESC>[4m

Epson code
<ESC>@
<ESC>E
<ESC>4
<ESC>_1

and so on these are stored in a command table in the
printer driver.
Peter John Hutchison.
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Ho-Ho-Ho, Yes it's getting closer
isn't it, you know what I mean and
if you don't then close the mag
and play another game on your
Ami. OK now that all you Amiga
and Video readers are paying
attention let's get on with Pan 2 of
our Special Effects for video.
All camcorders on the market
these days have a zoom lens.
They are great fun and can be
useful for framing a shot without
having to move the camera's position. You can also create special
effects with the zoom. When you
first get your video camera you
turn it on and the very first thing
you do is zoom isn't It 7- that darn
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zoom button is too easily accessible. You zoom in, you zoom out,
you zoom in, you zoom out and
you zoom it all about. The number
one mistake home video makers
make is using the zoom too much.
Zooming occasionally is fine,
zooming ail the time will make
your audience nauseous. Only
zoom when it is called for. Once
you understand that you can use
your zoom function creatively your
video productions will be more
effective. Zoom out from a
person's face to create shock or
alienation. A quick zoom in on a
person throwing their arms up and
screaming in a car followed by a
quick zoom into a tree at the side

of the road and combined with the
appropriate sound effectsresuhs
in an instant car crash.
Nearly all the camcorders these
days will let you fade in or fade
out or both. Sometimes to black
sometimes to white. A fade can
give you nice smooth transitions
between scenes, but you should
keep in mind that fade can have a
certain psychological meaning for
your viewers. The fade Is usually
used for two specific purposes.
Firstly, to indicate the end of a
scene even if the scene is made
up of multiple shots. When your
actors have finished all their lines
of speech or all the information for
that scene has been given a fade
indicates to the viewer that an
entirely new scene is about to
start. Secondly, a fade can indicate the passage of time. An example of this is where you might
be making a travel video at the
start of your holidays. The shot
opens with everyone getting into
the family car and then driving
away, fade out then fade back in
to a shot of the kids in the back
seat, fade out then back into a
shot of the scenery going past the
window, then fade out and then
back in to a shot of the car arriving at the holiday destination.
These fades between the scenes
imply that time has passed. The
trip might have only been a total
of ten minutes travelling time but
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we have just turned it into hours.
The dissolve effect has the same
implication as the fade but not all
camcorders are capable of it.
If your editing equipment d es not
have flying erase heads that allow
you to do clean cuts in your edits,
you can use fades between the
scenes because no matter what
the Implication might be for the
viewer a smooth fade is always
better than a glitch. If your camcorder doesn't have flying erase
heads but your master or edit
VCR does then you would be
better off leaving a few seconds at
the end of a shot and a few
seconds at the beginning of the
next shot. Later, in the editing you
can do straight cuts. Don't overuse fades. Try to use them in the
appropriate situations. It would be
slightly confusing if you fade out
from one shot in a scene and then
fade in to the next shot in the
same scene. If you watch the tale
or films carefully you will soon
notice that straight cuts are used
about 90% of the time.
If your camcorder can do it there
is the time lapse effect. When you
want to show a flower coming into
bloom or buildings being erected
in a few seconds, clouds zipping

by in the sky and night falling etc.,
when you want to speed up every
day actions, like making a car appear to going 160kph when it is
actually doing 10kph. Most camcorders won't give you fine
enough controls to just speed
things up a little but if your's does
then remember, there are certain
visual clues the audience will
notice when something is artificially accelerated so this effect can
backfire on you. Rather than
creating a sense of dangerous
speed it will just look humorous.
One time lapse effect that you can
use and really fool people with is
animation. Claymation and silhouette animation are done in this
way. Claymation uses
positionable figures (originally
made out of wire and covered in
clay). The most famous of these
were King Kong and Gumby.
Silhouette animation uses flat cutout figures like paper dolls with
movable arms and legs. In both of
these forms you shoot a few
frames of an object in one position, move the object slightly then
shoot a few more frames, move
the object, shoot a few more
frames....etc. The effect when
played back at normal speed is
that the object is moving by itself.
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This month's column is dedicated
to Adam and his girlfriend who
just doesn't understand.

5. He can talk to his friends at
any time; so there is no excuse to
go down the pub.

looking forward to (hopefully)
landing my first part-time job in a
very long time.

After many years of hearing the
complaints of women regarding
their boyfriend's or husband's
computer expenditure, I felt it was
time to stick up for the poor,
nagged fellows of computerdom.
As you know, I usually stick the
knife in as much as possible, so
this month will make a refreshing
change.

So plan now to get that PPC
board for your loved on. He will
be extremely grateful.

Being pre-computer, pre-scanner,
pre-just about everything
technological doesn't seem to
phase potential employers. It
appears I have something that
younger folk have yet to acquire.
°Life skills" is the politically correct
term for all the garbage that you
learn to deal with when raising a
family.

Here are five reasons why you
should marry (or stay married to)
a computer nerd.

1.
Your computer never
complains when you spend
money on new hardware of
software.

1. You can always find your
computer nerd. There he is in the
boundless realms of cyberspace,
but hey presto he is only in a
room at home sitting quietly in the
dark, staring intently at the screen
as if hypnotised. Sure, you may
have to be a bit outrageous to get
his attention at times (this I will
cover at a later time), but he is
always where you can find him.

For those of you who do not have
a mate to nag you about your
computer expenditure, here are
five reasons why your Amiga
Computer is better than any
partner.

2. Your computer is always
waiting for you when you get
home and is always happy to be
turned on.
3. Your computer doesn't mind if
you need a break and want to
watch television for a while.
4. Your computer doesn't mind
you staying up late.

2. A computer nerd's hands
remain uncalloused (do I need to
explain this one?).

5. Your computer always uses
logic.

3. His clothes don't get stained
with grease from cars or fishing
tackle and he doesn't even work
up a sweat (except when he loses
some work!).

Now back to the adventures of a
technophobe.
I finally decided to get a life and
start looking for a job outside the
home.

4. Your computer nerd actually
saves you money. The electricity
and telephone line expenses are
quite modest in comparison to
other obsessive compulsive
interests such as drag racing,
gambling or golf.

Not as easy as it sounds.
After being grilled several times
with aptitude tests from various
corporations and stumbling with
application forms which require
me to remember employment
dates from decades ago, I am
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Is "Computer Literacy", then, the
term for all the garbage that you
have to learn in order to use a
computer? What do you think?
Send in your completed Reader
Survey Form with your thoughts
on this topic scribbled on the back
and you could win a box of
Verbatim 2DD blank disks.
Entries close midnight 16/12/97.

Please address letters to
"Dear Dianna"
GO Ausbafier' Ami Gazette
42 Manning Street
Kingswood NSW 2747
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Petro Tyschtschenko's
speaks at the
Midwest Amicon
Exposition
The following is a transcript of Petro Tyschtschenko's speech on Saturday, Nov 1, 1997, at the Midwest
Amicon Exposition in Columbus, Ohio, USA.
Ladies and Gentlemen
Dear Amigans,
I'm very pleased to attend the Amicon which is indeed my first big convention after Gateway 2000 Inc.
acquired Amiga. This year on May 31, I was invited by the Amiga Atlanta User Group. Out of this potential
User Group, I met people who are attending the Amicon today. Thank you very much for this invitation and for
your time to listen to me.
As you know yesterday was Halloween and I was very pleased that nobody beat me up, because I did not
bring any 'Sweets' - like news from our Research & Development department. As you noticed already, Mr.
Jeff Schindler, the general Manager of our new founded Research & Development department, is not available today. At the moment he is preparing a strategy road map which will be announced at the Cologne fair.
Today I do not intend to talk a lot about our history, because everybody knows what had happened, how exciting and how glamorous and sometimes how sad and negative our history was designed. You may remember my speech at the World of Amiga in London with Dr. Jim Taylor, world-wide President Global Marketing of
Gateway 2000, Inc. on17M-1 Sth May 97. In his speech, Dr. Jim Taylor pointed out that Gateway 2000, has
not bought Amiga to make is smaller. Gateway 2000 want the Amiga to grow.
And indeed, at AMIGA International, Inc. we registered already growth. We founded AMIGA International Inc.
In Langen which is under my direction, and we are responsible for the Sales and Marketing world-wide. In
Germany we are in total 7 people. We are very successful in selling our existing products world- wide. Beside
Europe, we have tremendous improvements regarding the sale in India and in Australia, but our North
American business is also increasing. Good news are that we will have for our A 1 200 Amiga Magic Pack,
which was until now only available in PAL, a NTSC version for the North American market available beginning
December 97. We also cut down our prices dramatically to built up the market for our future products and to
find new clients-its to convince by our fantastic Amiga technology.
We have negotiated with Ouikpak about a license agreement, and it is already signed a few days ago. As I
already mentioned, It was founded a new company - Amiga Inc. in South Dakota, close to Gateway 2000.
Amiga Inc. Is responsible for the Research and the Development of new Amiga products, as well as hard and
software. The company is managed by Jeff Schindler. Currently in South Dakota at Amiga Inc. them are
working 5 people:
Jeff Schindler, General Manager
Marylin Flint, Operations manager
Kelly Newby, Bookkeeper

Darreck Lisle, Event coordinator
Joe Torre, Senior engineer
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Coming back to AMIGA International world wide sales and marketing activities out of Europe, they are as
follows- • Supporting the existing Amiga community, • Leveraging the existing Amiga technology through
brought licensing, • Assisting In developing new products based on open standards to the home computer
and video/graphics market.
Since March 97, I have visited and supported world-wide Amiga activities to keep up our community in
Europe. I also attended the following conventions:
• Heilbronn/Germany, Amiga User Meeting with Keith Bradech from Gateway 2000
Trier/Germany, Convention called Magic days
• Stockholm/Sweden, Amitech 97
• Hammersmith/England, World of Amiga
• Warsaw/Poland, Gamblerlada 97 and Intel Outside Party
• Atlanta/USA, User Group convention
• Dakota DunesPUSA, first constitutional meeting
• Saarbrucken/Germany, User Group convention
• Hof/Germany, User Group convention
• Empoli)ltaly, Planta Amiga
• Bombay/India, Scat 97
• Australia,/Australian Amiga Gathering 97
and now here in Port Columbus at the Amicon.
AM I GA International has reached many license agreements. They are:
* A1200 Micronik (Germany), • A4000 Nova Sector (USA)
Amiga OS 3.1:
• Software Hut (USA) • Power Computing (UK), • Vesalia Computer (Germany)
Software Application
*Epic Marketing (UK) - Image 3.1 KS Rom, • Cloanto (Italian), Amiga forever
Merchandise Product (for example T-shirts)
•Vidamus (Sweden), • Robert Hamilton (USA), • Triple A (France), • Logica (Italy), • Randomize
(Canada), • Amiga Plus (Germany)
For new hardware based on Amiga OS 3,1
• Index (UK), Access, • DCE GmbH, Germany, • Quikpak (USA)
Spare Part distribution
• Paxtron (USA)
Further license contracts are in sight for A1200:
• Elbox (Poland), • Intrinsic (UK), • Professional Support Service (South Africa)
New hardware based on Amiga OS 3.1
• REC (USA) China/Europe, with their wonder TV
The next big convention is coming soon which will be the Cologne fair called *Computer 97" starting 14th
to 16th November 97. For years, the fair was called The World of Commodore" and than after
Commodore's bankruptcy it was changed into computer with the ci rent year. It was the largest Amiga
fair world-wide. In 1995 there were more than 80.000 people attending the show. Last
year when Amiga Technologies was under bankruptcy petition, there was no fair booth
and I was sitting around like an refugee and I tried hard to represent Amiga outgoing from
foreign booths. 'This situation effected also the figures of visitors. The -figure dropped to
r
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only 35.000 in 3 days, During the opening ceremony last year, I promised to be back in 1997—and indeed I
achieved this goal. AMIGA International will have a big fair booth with about 2.000 square feet. AMIGA
International will not sell any products during the fair. We will represent the Amiga technology and the
licensed technology. On our booth, following companies are exhibiting and demonstrating their products powered by Amiga: ' HI O Limited, UK , • Haage & Partner, Germany , ' Index Information, UK, t
Micronik, Germany, ' Herm Holger Kruse, USA Miami Software Internet, ' Angela Schmidt, Germany CD
bum in
The biggest enrichment is that we can show the new designed boards by DCE Computer Service GmbH.
This board is based on the A4000 with following features: There will be 2 versions available
A5000
CPU 68030/50 Mhz
Up to 64 MB Ram
Standard PC Keyboard
1.44 MB Floppy Disk
1.7 Gbyte IDE HOD
10 - 24 Speed IDE CD ROM
AGA Chipset
Scan Doubler
HF Modulator optional

A6000
CPU 68060/50 Mhz
Up to 128 MB RAM
Standard PC Keyboard
1.44 MB Floppy Disk
1.7 Gbyte IDE HD
10 - 24 Speed IDE CD ROM
AGA Chipset
Scan Doubler
HF Modulator optional

I think this product will be very successful in our near future. It will help us to keep the market alive and
growing. For further information, please watch www.dcecom.de. This year in Cologne we expect more than
60.000 visitor., 80 % of them will be Amiga fanatics. In well organized workshops, the following companies
will be represented through News and Information.
' Phase 5 - workshop power PC and strategy.
• Cloanto-Amiga forever, a hot discussion item.
' Haage & Partner- Internet & Java, Compiling C code using Storm C, linking and creating executable.
* Nova Design Alladin 4D-an old friend is back, Cinemorph - faster and faster Image FX.
• Vulcan Software from England will present their new Genetic Demo.
Due to the world-wide shortage of Amiga video monitors, AMIGA International will also demonstrate how to
use a standard PC monitor with our beloved Amiga.
I think it is very Important, that we explore an open Amiga platform, use industry standard components to
reduce the production costs, to make ft faster to develop and easier to upgrade. I try to reach this goal in a
very managed fashion. Highlights of the Cologne fair will be the long expected announcement about the
Future of Amiga. Which will be stated at the developer conference on Friday evening at 7 p.m. Jeff
Schindler will explain the strategy and roadmap for our future. Now, my friends, I'm already at the end of my
speech and Today I had the great pleasure again to stand here and to give you a short up to date. I'm convinced that we will meet each other several times within the next years, My personal opinion is: Amiga has
a bright future ahead!
Thank you for being here And many thanks to the people who organized this big and successful event.
Petro Tyschtschenko
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Nam
Accelerator for A1200 GVP
A1230 Turbo 40Mhz'030 with
FPU and 4 MB 60ns RAM, boxed
with manual and disk. $330 or
part swap for Squirel SCSI.
Imagine V2.0 PAL $25
(02) 6292 9270
Canberra
WANTED
Essence Textures for Imagine.
(02) 9858 3410
West Ryde
Amiga 1000, extra memory, colour
monitor, 2 disk drives, software,
$400 03-6334 4721 or mobile
019-974998
LAUNCESTON
Amiga 4000, MC68040 25mhz,
10Mb RAM, dual external FDD,
CBM1960 monitor, Final Writer,
Procalc, DICE compiler, games,
books, $800 or near offer
08-8297 6546
CUMBERLAND PARK
Amiga 3000T, 14Mb RAM, 170Mb
HDD, 14in NEC MS 3D colour
display, loads of software, urgent
sale, $1195 or near offer.
07-5532 2840 leave message
SOUTHPORT
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Amiga 500 computer, 1084 colour
monitor, 1Mb external drive,heaps
of original games, mouse,joystick,
educational programs, manuals,
$225 02-4284 5628
CORRIMAL
Amiga 500 and 2000 accelerator
with 03 CPU and Maths Coprocessor, 32 bit, 8Mb RAM,
manual, software, $600 or near
otter 02-9905 7954 after 5pm
HARBORD
Amiga 500, desk, colour monitor,
2 extra disk drives, 2 extra
memories, 4 joysticks, mouse,
plenty of games, $200 or near
offer 02-9823 4076
BONNYRIGG
Amiga CD-ROM game with 2
games, good condition, $120 or
near offer 076-64 1664
KILLARNEY
Commodore Amiga CD 32 ROM,
with 2 games, Nigel Mansells
Grand Prix, Pinball, $120
076-64 1664
WARWICK
Amiga 1200 monitor, 8MB RAM,
120HDD with animation software,
Scenery Animator, Vista Pro, Main
Actor Pro, Wordworth 3,

Photogenics, the lot $700
02-9547 2200
HURSTVILLE SOUTH
Amiga 1200 120 HD, 10Mb RAM,
accelerator, NEC multisync
monitor, software, Squirrel SCIS
adaptor, case containing CD ROM
drive, 300Mb HD, $850 or near
offer 045-66 4629
WISEMANS FERRY
Amiga 1200, monitor, external
drive, 40Mb HDD, 6Mb RAM,
lots of software and programs,
tower desk and custom built
arcade joystick, $700 ONO
0417-44 3779 PENRITH
Amiga 1200, NEC multi-sync
monitor, modem, printer, extra
drive, $690 or near offer
02-9958 3572
WILLOUGHBY
Amiga 2500 with accessories,
$800 02-93715485
NORTH BONDI
Amiga 500 with accessories,
keyboard, over 150 games,
joystick, instruction manual.
cassette tape, printer
and monitor, $300 negotiable
02-9899 3186
CASTLE HILL
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If you live in the local area and
would like to be involved in
helping preparing AAG please
contact Michael on (02) 47368055. No experience is
required, just some spare time
and a sense of humour.

Michael Burak
Peter Hutchison
Daniel Hajduk
Paul Graham
Geoff Milnes
Dear Dianna

Writers Wanted
If you are interested in
contributing to Australian Amiga
Gazette we would like to hear
from you. Until our circulation
builds up we can't offer any
incentive other than our
gratitude and that of our
readers. Articles should
submitted as plain text files.
Graphics as iff or gif format.
Please do not send your
originals just a copy.

How to contact us
Important Notice
The information contained in
this gazette is given in good
faith, and is accurate at the time
of publishing. To the maximum
extent permitted by law, neither
MG, its employees, agents or
its contractors accept any
liability for loss or damage
arising as a result of any person
acting in reliance on information
contained in this gazette. This
gazette should not be used or
relied on as a substitue for
detailed professional advice

Australian Amiga Gazette
42 Manning street
Kingswood NSW 2747
Phone: (02) 4736-8055
Email: Mother@pnc.com.au
www.pnc.com.au/—molheriaag.html

We also sell games!
Call for a price listing.
A 1200 Expansions
Squirrel SCSI interface
Surf Squirrel SCSI & Fast Serial
Whippet PCMCIA Fast Serial interface
50MHz 68882 Math Co-Pro to suit above
Blizzard SCSI Interface

$159
$229
$125
$129
$229

Blizzard PPC (There are many configurations) $Call

A2000
Blizzard boards are available, both 040 & 060s $Call

A3000 & A4000
CyberStorm PPC! (150, 180 & 200MHz 604e) $Call

Hard Drives
Call us now for pricing and specifications on 2.5", 3.5" IDE or
SCSI drives.

CD-ROM Drives
Sony 12x SCSI internal
$325
The above drive in an
external case
$475
The internal model is suitable for use in an Amiga 2000 or
4000, while the external is appropriate for use with all other
models having a SCSI interface.

Accessories
Amiga Technologies Mouse
Green HyperMouse
Ariadne Ethernet & Parallel Card
Network PC
MultiSync Monitor adapter
ParNet Cable with software
NullModem Cable
A1200 3.5" IDE adapter
Arista Joysticks
Star Fighter 1 Joypad
A1200 Cases
A1200 Keyboards
A1200 Disk Drives
Disk Drives for other Amigas
2nd-hand A500/600/1200 PSU
Math Co-Pro 68882 40MHz (A530+/123011)
A500 Ram Card (with Clock)
Kickboard Plus (3-Way Kickstart switch)

$ 34.95
$ 37.95
$ 469.00
$ 79.00
$ 39.95
$ 24.95
$ 24.95
$ 49.95
$ 19.95
$ 14.95
$
5 each
$ 40 each
$ 69 each
$Call
$ 50 each
$ 20
$ 75
$ 49.95

SCALA
If you want to cross-grade to MM200 on the PC then phone
us now for a great price.

Internet Software
AMI TCP/IP (Dialup & Ethernet cards supported)
Termite TCP (Easy-to-configure dialup system)
(Browse (Fast Web Browser including MUI)

$169
$ 99
$ 79

Software
Adorage AGA
$ 50
Ami-File Safe Pro
$Call
Art Department Abekas Driver
$ 99
BEST Business Management (2nd-hand)
$ 69.95
Brilliance V2 (Powerful, Easy-to-use Paint package) $Call
Broadcast Fonts 3D V2 for Caligari
$ 95
Contact V2.1
$ 49
Cross-DOS V6 (Access PC Hard Disks & Zips)
$ 79
Cyclemuscles (Muscular figure object for Imagine)
$ 69
DataStore V2
$ 69
Design Works v2.0
$ 45
Dice C 3.0
$199
Dir Work V2.1
$ 49.95
Directory Opus V5.5
$129
Disk Expander
$ 34.95
Easy Ledgers 2 (Locally made accounting package) $149
Final Calc (Spreadsheet with Superb Graphing)
$169
GP-Fax (Send & Receive using your Fax/Modem)
$ 79
GigaMem V3.12 (Virtual RAM, requires MMU)
$ 69
Helm 1.66 (Multimedia authoring)
$ 50
High Speed Pascal (Powerful Pascal from HiSoft)
$ 90
IBrowse (Web Browser, now supporting Frames)
$ 79
Impact! (Natural motion modeling for LightWave)
$199
Info Nexus (Directory utility)
$ 29.95
Link-It! (Connect your Amiga to a PC)
$ 79
Main Actor Broadcast (Convert Anims to Quicktime) $Call
Main Actor Professional (Anims to AVI etc.)
$119
Map Studio (Vols. 1-6 textures for web or 3D)
$ 5
Maxon Magic (Screen Saver)
5 49.95
$ 69
Morphus for Imagine (Advanced Morphing etc.)
MultiLayer 1.7 (Layering animation for ImageFX)
$ 99
Organiser 2 (Great Personal Information Manager) $ 69
PC-Task V4 (486 Emulation)
$105
Pegger V2 (Automatic JPEG Compression, 2nd-hand) $ 20
Photogenics II (Advanced Paint & Effects)
$129
PhotoWorx (Access Photo CD Images)
$ 25
Proper Grammar II (Improve your language usage) $ 79
QuickBrush (A collection of textures)
$ 49
RoadSigns for LightWave (for crash reconstruction..) $ 50
Scala Art Library Vol.2 or Vol.3
$ 10
$ 69
Scenery Animator V4 (Create fantastic lands)
SuperBase Personal 2 (Handy Database)
$ 49.95
SuperBase Personal 4 (Data Management System) $119
$189
Twist 2 (Flexible, Relational Database)
VistaPro 3 (The original landscape renderer)
$ 79
$ 75
X-Mem (Virtual RAM)
ZIP/JAZ Tools (From HiSoft, Manage your Zip disks) $ 39.95

CD-ROM Writers
Sony, Panasonic, Philips, Yamaha
MakeCD (Write Direct-to-Disc!)
Master ISO (CD Authoring for the Amiga)
Kodak Blank CDs (Call for Quantity pricing)

$CalI
$Call
$245
$ 4.95

Check Our Web Site for the Latest News!
We welcome mail orders, and offer free freight over $100
(Each order over $100 will also include a Free Mouse Mat)
You can pay with VISA, MasterCard, Bankcard & EPTPOS, Cheque, Money Order and
Direct Deposit. (Call for details)

•

